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Abstract 

 

Non-functional requirements define the overall qualities or attributes of a system. Although important, they are often neglected for 

many reasons, such as pressure of time and budget. In agile software development, there is a focus on the feature implementation 

and delivery of value to the customer and, as such, non-functional aspects of a system should also be of attention. Non-functional 

requirements testing is challenging due its cross-functional aspects and lack of clarity of their needs by business in the most part 

of projects. The goal of this paper is to empirically investigate how do agile team members handle non- functional testing in their 

projects, aiming to identify preliminary factors influencing the testing of non- functional requirements, specifically performance 

and security in agile development. Also, work with the high- quality perception is crucial in accordance the participants.  
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today, in every field of operation one thing is essential that is computer to run desired applications. Software application 

development is playing a vital role in current industries including automobile, telecommunication, retail, governance, banking, etc. 

Software development includes some steps to follow such as gathering requirements, creating application, testing, deployment at 

the user end and maintaining the application. Every mentioned step is linked, it could create a lot of rework if any critical bug 

found at maintenance step, so the deployed software product should be properly tested [8]. And with the huge competition between 

software companies, time of delivery of product plays a critical role. Also the software - testing process is a costly process, and 

complete testing is practically impossible. Many software organizations are spending up to 40% of their resources on testing 

[9].Along with that, the testing of non-functional requirements has not been taken seriously [12] and it is very often classified as 

low-risk due to its characteristics [11][10]. Non- functional testing requires long time of execution and an open minded approach. 

The necessity of an overall approach and the necessity of a long execution time can be also listed as an additional concern since 

agile development brings a focus on the feature implementation and faster delivery of value to the customer (generally functional 

requirements), bringing even more difficulty to identify non- functional aspects [12]. Non-functional testing needs can emerge 

from different sources, from business, as a customer need [12], as a technical piece of a given requirement, as part of an architectural 

change [13],or as part of the production behavior, which in agile would be for example part of the DevOps integration [14]. 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Non-functional requirements (NFRs), also known as technical requirements, quality of service, cross - cutting, or quality attributes 

focus on aspects that typically involve or cross-cut several functional requirements [15]. Although considered important and crucial 

to project success [16], it is common to see non-functional requirements losing attention in comparison to functional requirements 

[17].Crispin and Gregory (2009) [12] argue that with that business partners might assume that the development  team will take 

care of non-functional requirements such as performance, reliability, and security, compromising the final product. In addition, 

due to the agile philosophy that stimulates delivering user value early and often the prioritization of quality attributes can be hard 

in early deliverables increments resulting in hard-to-modify, unreliable, slow, or in-secure systems [19] [20] [21]. Testing happens 

for a lot of reasons. Different types of testing can be exercised to achieve different goals depending of the feature and software 

process which is being followed. This is not different in Agile software development, where development can even start from the 

test perspective [22].  Security testing aims to validate the system in terms of security vulnerabilities such as data protection, 

confidentiality, integrity, authentication, availability and authorization issues [11]. Security testing is highly dependent on the 

security requirements imposed by the system line of business, e.g. a financial application. Several types of security test can be 

applied depending of the system, such as: Vulnerability scan, Vulnerability Assessment, Security Assessment, and Penetration 

Test [12] [11][24].Another issue is that agile development teams are generally composed by a small number of developers, who 

also many times act as testers [25]. However, some non-functional testing such as performance requires specialized tools such as 

profilers and might need specialized knowledge [12]. Given this need for specialized knowledge, a team member with specialized 
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skills might be required for project success or to avoid issues in production [11]. Programmers might not be aware that non-

functional testing such as performance and security might be a high priority and key to quality which touch a cultural mind-set 

change. In addition, due to its nature of involving so many features of a given system, non-functional testing cannot be executed 

as part of an unit test, and as commonly take time and cannot be executed in a normal-continuous- integration-system cycle [20]. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

According to my literature survey I found the problem In a agile software model where Non - functional testing is not done regularly 

when we check all the non-functional requirement at the last stage of software where we combine the all modules so that’s why 

Any problem occurs than we have to test all the modules again. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

1) Step 1: Get the information according to testing. 

2) Step 2: Make a test plan for the testing according to requirement. 

3) Step 3: prepare test cases according to test plan. 

4) Step 4: Make J meter platform for the execution. 

5) Step 5: Implement the test case. 

6) Step 6: Check whether requirement is fulfilled or not. 

7) Step 7: If No than analyse the result and execute again. 

8) Step 8: If Yes than Prepare the test report. 

9) According to the conclusion from literature survey I have prepped this proposed work. 

 
Fig. 4.1: Proposed work 

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIOM 

1) Step 1) Add Thread Group 

 Start JMeter 

 Select Test Plan on the tree 

 Add Thread Group 

2) Step 2) Adding JMeter element 

 Now we determine what JMeter elements in this test. The elements are 

 HTTP request Default 

 This element can be added by right-clicking on the Thread Group and selecting: 

Add -Config Element -> HTTP Request Defaults. 
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Fig. 5.1: HTTP Request 

 

3) Step 3) Adding Graph result 

 Right click Test Plan, Add -> Listener ->graph result 

4) Step 4) Run and get result 

 Press the Run button (Ctrl + R) on the Toolbar to start the software testing process. You will see the test result display on 

Graph in the real time. 

 
Fig. 5.2: Graph result 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In agile methodology we have check all the non – functional requirement regularly so that’s why the efficiency of software is 

increases and software take less time for develop. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

When analyzing the effects acquired, it became feasible to study factors already discussed inside the literature consisting of value 

and time strain however additionally elements that may be more investigated which includes enjoy. Experience changed into in 

large part mentioned by using respondents as being important aspect influencing non-useful checking out specially due to their 

potential of better identification of non-practical trying out needs based on their beyond studies. In additional, it became possible 

to perceive that senior contributors also have an effect on inside the team tradition with regards non-useful testing. The attention 

and tradition of non-useful testing significance changed into incredibly stated with the aid of skilled contributors and can also assist 

to minimize different component indexed in the effects, along with time stress, as an instance, because of their capacity of 

negotiation. Once having a subculture mounted and group contributors are aware about the importance of non-purposeful testing 

and feature the exceptional on top of thoughts, elements currently being a ache factor may be stepped forward. 
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